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MCQ FINE ART ANNOUNCES NEW EXHIBITION IN NOVEMBER
ERIK BEEHN – FROM WHERE I STAND
MCQ Fine Art is pleased to present new works by Las Vegas native, Erik Beehn, opening November 5, 2014, on
view through December 5, 2014. Returning briefly from his MFA studies at the Art Institute of Chicago, MCQ
Fine Art will present an entirely new body of work that explores many new artistic directions as a result of his
continued formal training. This will be Erik’s second solo exhibition at MCQ Fine Art and the first to highlight his
new direction in his work since beginning the MFA program. Drawings, photo collage and works on paper will be
on view.
These dramatic and highly investigative works on paper by Erik are a testament to his commitment to creating
work that is both visually complex and deeply personal. “As I explore my surroundings I find that predigested
environments act as vehicles to memories past, and while unfamiliar environments may act as gateways for new
experiences, they may also lead to a sense of discomfort. Portrayals of the mundane are occasionally
unsettling, which is often taken for granted; my work honors the ordinary in our everyday lives in hopes of
creating a personal experience for the viewer.”

OPENING RECEPTION WITH THE ARTIST:

November 5; 6-8 pm at MCQ Fine Art

Please contact the gallery for any further information. (702) 366-9339 / michele@mcqfineart.com

ABOUT MCQ FINE ART ADVISORY:
A full-service art advisory firm with more than 20 years of professional experience, Michele C Quinn Fine Art
Advisory specializes in the acquisition, installation and collection management of post-war and contemporary art
for private, public and corporate art collections. Services include the procurement of fine artworks by mid-career
to established blue-chip artists and museum-quality, fine-art handling of private and corporate fine art
collections. MCQ Fine Art Advisory also features exhibitions of both locally and internationally recognized artists.
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